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National participation in nuclear power project! was a star subject in the se-

ventle* in dealing» botwten supplying and receiving countries; around tt Inter-

national gatherings like ICOMTT conferences, IAEA Meetings, end other were

almost lnstitutlonalited. The feet that «any of those dialing*, which were

prosecuted for extended periods* art not being Materialised into actual

projects (suffice it Co sention those of Kexlco, Pakistan. Turkey. Egypt*

China, etc.) has provided a slow shift of the title role in the International

nuclear picture to the apparent «aIn obstacles to that stateriallsation, that

Is, financial and/or non-proliferation aspects.

But. In fact, a growing, well planned participation by a country's Industry,

its organizations and its individuals In its nuclear progresse le clearly the

oost important product (other than, obviously* power Itself) that cen be

derived trow such progrssne. A product froa which auny other sectors benefit.

This paper deals with significative aspects of the national participation

effort, aaang others

- existing industrial Infrastructure, and Its evaluation

- technology transfer channels and its implications

- situations where national participation may look less easy to implenentt

turnkey projects, shop-mounted or barge-installed blocks or complete plants»

etc.

- progressive participation along the project, and with subsequent projects

- the role of the utility and the Government.

Ctset drawn from the experience of the author's company in several countries,

and specially the case of Spain) are commented.
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1. BRIEF HISTORICAL REVIEW

The situation and prospects for nuclear power in the world were so promising

in the decade from 1965/75 that had Graham Greene written a book about it at

that time he might, in one of his literary ploys, have reused (or should I

say recycled?) one of his best known previous titles and called the book

"The power and the glory .... of the atom".

That optimistic outlook allowed an accelerated development in nuclear pro-

grammes and expectations, and at the same time showed the way and encouraged

the arrival of variations on the theme on either side of the Atlantic, of

which some were shelved and others never attained economic viability. I am

referring here to such concepts as the floating nuclear power plant, the

nuclear propelled merchant vessel, and the high temperature or fast reactor

nuclear power plants.

At that time local participation in nuclear projects was a stcr subject in a

number of countries, both inside and outside Europe, and above all in those

which, without nuclear technology of their own, has embarked upon their

nuclear programmes with the installation of their first power plants. If I

may be allowed to quote the case of Spain (as I shall do at other times

throughout this paper), at the point of completing the programme of the

first three turnkey nuclear plants acquired from different suppliers, the

situation in 1970 was as described now:

- Figures were being confirmed for the domestic share in the cost of the

first plants at the level of around 40 percent. Naturally, the majority

of that percentaje was civil engineering and erection work, neither of

which had any great industrial significance as such.
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- The government stipulated a minimum domestic share of 50 percent, later

raised to 60 percent, in subsequent nuclear plants (the owners of which

were in general private utilities), forcing at the same time to discon-

tinue the turnkey system, since it was considered as less favourable to

the desired at increase in the domestic share.

- Subjects such as the size of subsequent plants (600 or 900 MW), the kinds

of reactor systems to be considered (a single one or several), the type

of contract and so on, were discussed between the Government, the utili-

ties and industry in general with a view at all times to achieving a

greater domestic share.

ft-
- There was agreement among al1 concerned that one of the key moves towards

that target was to encourage Spanish consulting/engineering firms to be-

come fully active in these projects.

- Execution of the first feasibility studies with a view to building a

facility to produce the nuclear heavy mechanical components, such as the

reactor vessel, generators, etc., as a decisive step in achieving full

domestic equipment manufacture.

Thus, when Spain was on the point of taking decisions relating to the second

generation of nuclear power plants, the chief reference point was the si arch

for an accelerated domestic participation; the results achieved here will be

discussed, below.

This interest shown fifteen years ago in participating and developing the

adequate programmes, which has been so far implemented with varying degrees

of success in such countries as Spain, Belgium, Italy, Argentine, Korea,

etc., and which during this time has been the subject of a number of con-

ferences, courses, etc., held by the IAEA, is still maintained, but un-

.fortunately it cannot go very much beyong being a subject for international

meetings like this one and so many which have gone before it, lacking the

basic challenge of immediate projects into which it should materialize.
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A series of projects (or rather intentions) for nuclear power plants in dif-

ferent countries has been filling nuclear magazines and newsletters with

international colour for seven or eight years now. Invariably these were

projects planned to get seriously underway within a year or two of their

first being announced, and such was the case of Mexico, Pakistan, Turkey,

Egypt, China, etc. In every one of these projects, the countries or owners

concerned laid special emphasis on their desire to have substantial domestic

participation alongside the receipt of outside technology, whilst on the.

part of the potential vendors, a special effort was also made to examine

local capabilities and to offer reasonable plans for a growing partici-

pation.

2. THE PRESENT SITUATION

What became of all that?. Many of those projects have either been sub- •

stantially delayed or cancelled altogether, and the headlines are now con-

cerned with this process for somewhat different reasons connected mainly

with financing and non-proliferation. These are the star subjects of today.

It might be said that in the light of these aspects, which play such a

decisive part these days, and of projects whose actual commencement is not

confirmed for the short term, the matter of domestic participation has been

relegated to the status of neither important nor urgent and, as such, de-

serving a few more international conferences dealing with it without special

hurry.

This is not however the case. To plan, promote and develop local partici-

pation in a domestic nuclear power programme is an important subject, and it

is an urgent one.

It is an important subject because the execution of any nuclear power pro-

gramme, even one of a modest size, involves aspects which are not usual in a

country's other large industrial projects. These are: extensive capital ex-

penditure with a large foreign currency content, the chance to make a sig-

nificant jump in the country's industrial and technical level with applica-

tion to other areas, the need to establish a new legal framework to accom-
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And it is urgent, because to achieve successfully the proposed targets when

establishing a nuclear programme- requires a well defined planning of the

domestic participation which begins to be applied some twelve or fifteen

years, before the first unit is commissioned. Among other equivalents, this

time period amounts to almost one third of a professional person's working

life or, no less important, it is a time in which three, or four general

elections may be held in a country. This means that any nation which en-

visages that its first nuclear power plant will come into line between now

and the turn of the century should by now have an alive domestic participa-

tion programme, or be on the point of having it so. Needless to say that

urgent is not the same as sudden; in fact, the present situation enables to

implement programmes which in some countries had to be carried out hurriedly

10-15 years ago.

The subject of domestic participation is obviously very wide, and it in-

cludes many more areas than the specifically industrial ones covered by this

meeting. I shall quote a few of them in order to show that rather than

merely ancillary areas, they are in fact necessary domestic contributions

for the industrial participation to be established and developed in an

orderly manner:

- Capacity for taking decisions, both basic as well as day-to-day, on the

part of the Government, electric utilities, industry and financial es-

tablishments.

- Development of training programmes for personnel who are to become en-

gaged in the diverse tasks in the nuclear project, programmes which will

necessarily involve industry, universities, exchanges with organizations

abroad, etc.

- Capability to contribute to such matters as planning the national grid,

with consideration as to the impact of the nuclear plant; choice and

analysis of sites; training of actual operating and maintenance person-

nel, etc.
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- Establishment of a legal structure capable of making way for new aspects

that the nuclear programme will bring with it: licensing, safety, im-

ports, financing, international safeguards agreements, etc.

3. PARTICIPATION BY DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

A nuclear programme, whose main justification arises from its economic com-

parison with other power generation alternatives, provides an almost unique

opportunity, as mentioned above, to develop the industrial capability of the

country very substantially. And once developed, this industrial capability

will immediately gain a share (which in relative terms, is much greater than

in the nuclear contracts) in other large industrial projects including power

plants of other kinds, refineries, petrochemical industries, automobile in-

dustry, etc.

I shall now deal with a few aspects which I believe to be important within

this sphere, as viewed from the development made in Spain and from the ex-

perience we have gained both within our country as well as in others, such

as Argentine, Mexico, Pakistan, Portugal, etc.

3.1 Capability of existing industry

It is of importance to be fully conversant with the country's industrial

capability when beginning the programme. Everything which is quoted as in-

dustrial capability should be understood as not only including the produc-

tion of raw materials and intermediate products and the fabrication of

components and equipment, but also such activities as civil engineering con-

structions, electro-mechanical erection work, tasks involved with consultan-

cy, design and engineering and other services, etc.

It is usual for both the government as well as the electric utility and the

industrialists each to have a subjective impression, which is not necessari-

ly the same, as regards that capability. And it frequently happens that,

before any specific analysis is made and which in any event is absolutely

essential, situations arise where on a relatively arbitrary scale the
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government tells the world (i.e. the potential foreign suppliers) that the

country's industrial capability is rated at say 5, while the local industri-

alists themselves believe it is 4 (although they do not say so), the elec-

tric power utility fears that it may be around 3, and the potential supplier

of the plant or its main equipment (which is worried by what it has to offer

in the way of quality, price and delivery time) believes it to be 2 or less.

Situations such as this should be clarified from the very outset in order

that both the tender invitation documents as well as the tenders themselves

and the final contract embody a local industry participation philosophy

which can only be of any practical use if it is based upon proper and objec-

tive knowledge about the initial situation.

One of the reasons observed in a number of countries for the aforementioned

subjectiveness when judging the local capability is the mutual lack of in-

formation, which has two sides to it:

- Government and electric utilities who, possibly through not making enough

use of past experience with local industry as a basis for judgement, fail

to realize fully the extent of existing capabilities.

- On the other hand however, local industry may not be aware of what is

needed (materials, components, services) in a nuclear power programme.

The first obstacle can only be overcome by means of a full evaluation of
local industry:

- What is done, what is not done but could be done now, what could be

achieved immediately with little effort, etc.

- Present quality levels: non-destructive testing, laboratories in the fac-

tories, inspections, awareness and application of codes and standards,

training and qualification of welders, etc.

- Prospects for incorporating nuclear training university graduates into

industry. Obviously this does not refer to neutronic training (for want
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of a better term), but to training in the application of classical dis-

ciplines to a nuclear project, including only as one among these the

nuclear discipline itself (radiation, safety, fuel aspects, etc.).

- The structure and management pattern of each company: routine or-dyna-

mism, search for new production areas, export effort, etc.

It is highly desirable for this evaluation of the capability to be conducted

at a very early stage by organizations belonging to the country (even though

there may be foreign technical assistance), be these the government, the

utility or the industrial sector itself, or-preferably all three together.

Only by doing this will there be reference information at hand when it comes

to discussing and agreeing upon this matter with the plant supplier. And it

should be remembered that in general one should look to see how things are

done as much as or more than what things are done.

The second obstacle mentioned above, that is, ignorance in the industrial

sector as to the requirements of a nuclear power programme before it has

been initiated, involves a different kind of actions wherein the leading

role must initially be taken by the government through its Nuclear Power

Commission or equivalent.

Tha task here involves disseminating information so that every industrial

sector, be it civil engineering, piping fabrication, inspection bodies,

etc., becomes aware as to what is there inside a nuclear plant, what quanti-

ties and weights are involved, what quality requirements and so on, and can

analyse its present potential for participation or its participation over

the period of ten or more years which the first project is due to last.

It must be stressed that prior to a first nuclear project being launched the

large majority of companies, miscellaneous bodies and individuals (including

professionals) in the country, view the impending plant as an abstruse in-

stallation where everything is uranium and radioactivity and, as such, not

easily accessible from the industrial point of view for local production

facilities. Let it be remembered here, that the cost of the NSSS plus the

turbo-generator unit hardly amounts to a quarter of the cost of the plant,

and this needs to be explained in detail to the country's industrial sector.
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From our experience as an architect-engineer firm I can quote on the one

hand our participation in detailed evaluations of the industrial capability

for nuclear projects in Spain and several other countries (either for

Nuclear Energy Commissions, or for manufacturers and so on), and on the

other (here as spectators and, in a certain way, intermediaries), the infor-

mation effort which the Nuclear Energy Board carried out in Spain by way of

sending a catalogue-book to industrialists with information such as that

mentioned above concerning materials, components, systems, structures and

services required in a nuclear project. The immediate result was to arouse

quickly the interest of many industrialists who had considered any

possibility of their participating as being very remote. It should be

pointed out that the book mentioned above showed data that was sufficiently

averaged as to be valid both for PWR as well as for BWR reactor plants, and

very'close even to heavy water reactor plants.

This information, together with the nuclear programme envisaged at that time

and the market laws, laid down the basis for the huge increase in Spain's

capability of participating in nuclear projects, both at home and abroad.

3.2 The transfer of nuclear technology

This is a further concept of vital importance which the lack of actual pro-

jects in the international field is raising to the level of an immaterial

myth. If we -evise the contents of other international conferences like this

one where the subject is mentioned, it will be seen that it is always the

same examples which are examined, these being those few corresponding to

projects that have been or are being executed. For this reason, I cannot

refer to any new cases, and instead will simply make some comments.

It all too often occurs that the role of supplier of nuclear technology is

given exclusively to the principal vendor (the NSSS or complete plant sup-

plier). But this should not be so, or at least it should not be only so.

A country's industry can receive and absorb technology for the nuclear

plant, that is to say, nuclear technology, from many other sources. I shall

mention some of those which Spain has used throughout the fifteen years of

her nuclear programme:
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- Agreements between a Spanish manufacturer (of pumps for instance) and a

foreign one, perhaps from a country different from the reactor sup-

plier's one. These agreements have contemplated product technology

transfer, partial and increasing manufacture in Spain, access to new

developments, joint exporting to third countries, and so on. The most

important case, as far as the product to which it refers is concerned,

was that concerned with the manufacture of the reactor pressure vessel.

- Technical assistance to mechanical erection companies from other similar

companies abroad. This could be extended to electrical erection companies

and civil engineering contractors, although this was not necessary in

Spain' s case.

- In the case of design and engineering consultancy services, temporary or

permanent agreements on an exclusive basis or otherwise have sometimes

been established with foreign companies in the same field. Here too,

nuclear engineering capabilities have been developed from a conventional

basis by means of a well programmed internal effort with the support of

information available to the public and with no specific agreements with

foreign companies. I would mention that this is the policy followed by

the company I belong to.

All these channels for receiving technology have been successfully applied

in Spain, and quite probably in other countries as well. And generally

speaking, given the structure of Spanish industry where companies are

usually privately owned and with them, electric utilities are also in their

majority in private hands, all this development has taken place with rela-

tively little government intervention, this having been limited solely to

defining the basic ideas, establishing the legal framework, and stimulating

initiative by means of incentives and suchlike. It is not surprising that

having reached this degree of development, Spanish companies are looking for

opportunities to export nuclear equipment and services. The effort has begun

to bear fruir in the course of the last five years.

I should not wish to end this section without mentioning the differences to

be found in the way plants are contracted. Obviously, efficient technology
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transfer and progressive development of the receiver country's industrial

capability are possible in principle either under a single turnkey contract

or under the multi-contract mode and under intermediate alternatives. There

are, however, some differences which should be mentioned:

- With the turnkey contract, it is very tempting for the supplier to be

very restrictive when incorporating local fabrications, because he can

argue before the purchaser, and possible rightly so, that there would

otherwise be negative effects on delivery times, prices, warranties, etc.

- In the case of multi-contracts, it ,is the plant owner who decides where

and from whom 75 percent of the plant value is to be purchased after

assigning the other 25 percent (NSSS+T6) to the principal supplier. And

the owner and his government do have an interest in forcing domestic cap-

ability beyond the bounds which would be considered advisable by the sup-

plier under a turnkey contract.

In the case of a multi-contract, it is obviously the owner who shoulders the

responsibility for the price, completion time, warranties and so on in the

plant as a whole, and this requires a certain degree of decision taking cap-

ability which in many cases (such as Spain's first generation plants con-

tracted in the sixties) leads instead to the adoption of turnkey contracts,

at least for the first project. After those thrse plants, the government in

Spain took the decision to o ientate owners towards the multi-contract

alternative which was exactly the same as that used in the United States of

America, and the result was a very significant rise in the degree of par-

ticipation by domestic industry.

Some recent developments on the world scene may lead to less simple multi-

contract forms, and even hinder technology transfer and participation by

local industry. I am referring here to small and medium nuclear power

plants, at least where non-conventional reactors are employed, where the

supplier wants to have absolute control over the product. The same applies,

although for different reasons, to the supply of nuclear power plants (small

or large, and classical or novel) installed upon one or more barges. The

fact that construction is performed almost entirely in the supplier's
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country does not make things any easier as regards the participation of

industry in the purchaser's country, nor as regards any substantial receipt

of technology.

This will be so in the case of the first projects of these types of plants,

perhaps still a long way off. Even so, I am sure that if the purchaser and

his government decide so, they can ensure that adequate channels for dom-

estic participation are established (for instance, there is no real reason

why a barge mounted plant should not be erected in a shipyard within the

purchasing country).

3.2 The role of the various participants

The government, the national agency responsible for nuclear energy, the

utility company and the one or more suppliers are the participants in the

effort to install and commission a nuclear power plant, and their roles in

this effort have been defined on numerous occasions. Nevertheless, these

roles are not uniformly defined, because there are areas where responsibili-

ties overlap, and these differ very much among the varying situations from

one country to another:

- There are countries (in all degrees of development) where the electric

power utility is principally state owned, while in other such utilities

are privately owned. Either situation involves different kinds of govern-

ment action.

- Agencies responsible for nuclear energy (Atomic Energy Commissions or

equivalent) are state run, but they may or may not incorporate the

licencing agency. What is more, in certain countries (Argentine and

Pakistan for example), the Atomic Energy Commission itself owns the

country's nuclear plants and sells the electric power.

What is certain however is that either in a country where the government,

through different agencies, is the ultimate and sole actor, or in those

others, including Spain, where all roles are clearly distributed between the

government and private sectors, the industrial participation effort must be
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properly agreed, promoted and executed in a coordinated manner by all par-

ties concerned. To achieve this, there must be effective mutual information

as mentioned elsewhere, so that all the country's interests are activated in

concordance.

I do not wish to appear self-complacent, but I do think it is worth stating

that Spain's experience has shown among other things that one of the prin-

cipal factors behind the acceleration of industrial participation was

(towards 1970) the suggestion made by the government, and accepted by the

electric power utilities, to the effect that a significant role should be

assigned to local engineering/consultancy firms. I believe that we have been

one of the most active means along which the technological advances required

by the nuclear programme were channelled, to our firms and to industry in

general, to the extent that these advances are now an exportable asset.

4. THE CASE OF SPAIN

4.1 The nuclear programme

If I give a brief summary here of Spain's nuclear programme which so often

has been described elsewhere, it is purely for the purpose of defining the

context within which the increase in the share held by domestic industry has

taken place, bearing in mind that this is the subject being discussed here.

Table 1 shows Spain's nuclear power plants; in addition to these there are a

number of research reactors. As was mentioned before, units subsequent to

those in the first generation were contracted on the multi-contract basis.

Alongside the nuclear plant programme and the industrial participation

effort which it has involved, it is worth mentioning a number of state or

private companies which manufacture reactor vessels and steam generators,

which produce uranium concentrate and LWR fuel, which (from 1984 onwards)

are concerned with the final stage in the fuel cycle, which provide operator

training with complete PWR and BWR simulators, and so on.
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All this is done within an institutional framework comprised mainly of the

Junta de Energia Nuclear (JEN, Nuclear Energy Board) founded in 1952, and

the Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear (CSN, Nuclear Safety Council) which has

assumed the regulating and licencing duties since 1980.

4.2 Mechanisms for industrial participation

Here the following can be mentioned. They have been in operation since 1970:

- Definition by the Ministry of Industry and Energy of the minimum per-

centage of domestic participation in each plant (or group of plants being

simultaneously constructed). This definition i; given after discussions

have been held with the electric utilities and the industrialists (in the

case of the latter, the discussions are channelled through their business

associations, which are very active in this regards). A preliminary-

agreement is thus reached as to which equipment and services shall be of

domestic origin, foreign origin or shared from the two sources.

- Establishment of a special scheme called mixed fabrication under which

the government applies a 95% customs duty exemption to those parts or

components which the Spanish manufacturer needs to import so as to

complete a product. This manufacturer will have previously undertaken to

abide by a certain predetermined degree of domestic content in that pro-

duct, and no other manufacturer of the same product mëy offer a lower

degree of domestic content or participation.

JEN and CSN, on the other hand, perform the function of qualifying domestic

suppliers of nuclear equipment and components.

The agreement on the part of the electric utilities to tnese rules and the

laws of supply and demand have completed the picture.

4.3 The results achieved

The total Spanish participation in the first generation plants (which was

40-45% of the total cost) has grown to 70-80% in the second generation.
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There are two points worth noting:

- Still in the second generation, main mechanical components for the

primary system were imported, except for the upper part of the steam

generators shells.

- Also in the second generation, Spanish architect-engineer firms carried

out between 70-80% of the total A/E work, depending on projects. Let it

be remembered that the main contract supply wa. simply the bare minimum

NSSS and T/G.

Figures forecast for Spanish domestic participation in the third generation

plants range between 85 and 90%. When the approximative fixed share of 20

-2b% to cover civil construction and erection work is subtracted from these

figures, it can be appreciated the big step ahead achieved with respect to

the domestic participation in the materials, component, equipment and ser-

vices industry.

Finally, Table 2 shows the individual degrees of domestic participation

achieved in certain components and equipment subject to the mixed fabrica-

tion scheme.
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